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Executive Summary

Electronic data breaches are not a matter of “if,” but “when.” Discovering a breach can create chaos for a state agency because of the numerous things to consider during these types of incidents. MN.IT Services saw an opportunity to help agencies prepare for a data breach and to better understand the role of the agency and MN.IT during a data breach.

As a result, MN.IT created a Breach Response and Notification manual. This manual is a vital tool that can be used both to prevent breaches and to ensure preparedness in case of a data breach. It is aimed at encouraging agencies to voluntarily put in place a Data Breach Preparation and Notification Plan.

The guide emphasizes preplanning. Being in the midst of a data breach is not the time to be deciding which resources you need in the room to guide you through the process, or looking up the numbers for those you need to contact. The manual provides step-by-step instructions of tasks that should be accomplished to preserve evidence, gather information and communicate about the incident.

The manual was unveiled at a meeting for state agency leaders about security in the State of Minnesota. The meeting showcased cyber security as MN.IT’s number one priority and what it is doing to help secure the state. The manual reinforced the MN.IT message by showing how we partner with agencies to help them protect their data.
Concept

Breaches create upheaval in an organization. There are questions about what to do first, who to contact, who makes decisions, and what decisions need to be made. In creating a breach manual, MN.IT Services looked at how these very complicated processes could be presented in a way to help decision-makers with the gathering and disseminating of information, while stopping the threat and protecting data.

The concept was to make the manual into a working document. This included creating enough space to fill in names, contact information and notes. Emphasis was on preplanning to assure agencies would have all necessary information in one place during an incident.

MN.IT Communications, Legal and Security worked together to draft the document. The process was started by looking at similar breach documents in the public and private sector. The public sector documents aligned with the information and steps MN.IT would recommend, while the private sector documents were good models for presenting the information in a clean, easy-to-follow format.

Once the information was gathered, Legal wrote most of the document to assure data privacy and security laws were addressed. Communications worked on the notification and press release templates. Security assured the cyber aspects, controls and data preservation were met. After the three areas agreed on a solid draft, the manual was sent to a number of state agencies to see if it was something that made sense to them and that they could follow. After receiving additional feedback, a final draft was created. The document was distributed during an information technology security meeting of state agency leaders.

MN.IT will follow up with agencies later this year to see how the document is working for them. For those who have filled it out, MN.IT will ask if anything was missed, if there was enough room to add all of the information they had, and if the processes were clear. For those who haven’t filled it out, MN.IT will do an educational outreach about the prevalence of breaches and the importance of having a response plan in place.
Significance

Cyber criminals attack the state every day. While the state needs to be good at stopping attacks every time, the cyber criminal only has to be good once to cause an incident that makes front-page news. The Minnesota Data Breach Preparation and Notification for Electronic Data was created to help agencies protect state government data, but also to help them recover if the worst happens. Nothing like this existed in the state, so this became an important manual to begin discussion and thought around what agencies need to do to prepare for the inevitable.

This document addresses both MN.IT and NASCIO priorities. For MN.IT, the breach manual meets priorities of securing the state and improving our services through collaboration. For NASCIO, the manual meets the priorities of Security and Risk Management, and Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity.
Impact

In conjunction with the Data Breach Preparation and Notification for Electronic Data manual, MN.IT has hosted Breach Tabletop Exercises for our agency partners. The exercises are meant to simulate an actual breach situation. The exercises enhance general awareness of how to handle a breach situation, validate that agencies have proactively put in place plans and procedures from the manual that are sufficient to handle a potential breach situation, and rehearse how an agency would respond to an actual breach situation.

During the 90-minute exercise, agencies use the breach manual in order to have an opportunity to:

- Activate their Breach Response Team
- Follow the Breach Response Checklist
- Activate their IT team for forensics assistance
- Review agency determined protocols
- Determine if an actual breach occurred
- Determine the type of data breached
- Determine the breach requirement notifications and if notifications need to be sent
- Launch their crisis communications process

These exercises ensure that agencies are getting the most benefit from the manual by completing and testing the Data Breach Preparation and Notification Plan that is referenced throughout the manual. This testing of the Plan during the exercises is essential to ensure that an agency is prepared for a breach situation. The combination of the exercise and the manual assists agencies with both better securing their data and with assuring readiness during a time of crisis.